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Abstract

The Cassini Imaging Science Subsystem (ISS) and Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) reported a North Equatorial Belt (NEB) wave in
Jupiter’s atmosphere from optical images [Porco, C.C., and 23 colleagues, 2003. Science 299, 1541–1547] and thermal maps [Flasar, F.M., and
39 colleagues, 2004. Nature 427, 132–135], respectively. The connection between the two waves remained uncertain because the two observations
were not simultaneous. Here we report on simultaneous ISS images and CIRS thermal maps that confirm that the NEB wave shown in the
ISS ultraviolet (UV1) and strong methane band (MT3) images is correlated with the thermal wave in the CIRS temperature maps, with low
temperatures in the CIRS maps (upwelling) corresponding to dark regions in the UV1 images (UV-absorbing particles) and bright regions in the
MT3 images (high clouds and haze). The long period of the NEB wave suggests that it is a planetary (Rossby) wave. The combined observations
from the ISS and CIRS are utilized to discuss the vertical and meridional propagation of the NEB wave, which offers a possible explanation for
why the NEB wave is confined to specific latitudes and altitudes. Further, the ISS UV1 images reveal a circumpolar wave centered at 48.5◦ S
(planetocentric) and probably located in the stratosphere, as suggested by the ISS and CIRS observations. The simultaneous comparison between
the ISS and CIRS also implies that the large dark oval in the polar stratosphere of Jupiter discovered in the ISS UV1 images [Porco, C.C., and
23 colleagues, 2003. Science 299, 1541–1547] is the same feature as the warm regions at high northern latitudes in the CIRS 1-mbar temperature
maps [Flasar, F.M., and 39 colleagues, 2004. Nature 427, 132–135]. This comparison supports a previous suggestion that the dark oval in the ISS
UV1 images is linked to auroral precipitation and heating [Porco, C.C., and 23 colleagues, 2003. Science 299, 1541–1547].
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Atmospheric waves can serve as probes of atmospheric in-
ternal structures in the same way that seismic waves probe
the internal structure of Earth (Flasar and Gierasch, 1986;
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Bosak and Ingersoll, 2002). Also, waves are important for
transporting momentum, energy, molecules, and particles be-
tween different latitudes and altitudes. Their presence provides
information about the forces that drive them. Among the gi-
ant planets, waves are discovered to be ubiquitous in the at-
mospheres from thermal fields and optical images (Magalhaes
et al., 1989; Orton et al., 1991, 1994; Deming et al., 1989, 1997;
Achterberg and Flasar, 1996; Godfrey, 1988; Sanchez-Lavega
et al., 1998). For Jupiter, optical images have revealed wave
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patterns over a large range of spatial scales. Planetary waves
with horizontal wavelength longer than 10,000 km were re-
ported at high latitudes in Jupiter’s stratosphere by the optical
imaging system on Hubble Space Telescope (HST) (Sanchez-
Lavega et al., 1998). At the same time, gravity waves with
horizontal wavelength around 300 km were discovered in the
planet’s equatorial atmosphere in Voyager images (Flasar and
Gierasch, 1986). Jupiter’s horizontal thermal maps (Orton et
al., 1991, 1994; Deming et al., 1997) and vertical tempera-
ture structure (French and Gierasch, 1974; Young et al., 2005)
also revealed the large-scale planetary waves and meso-scale
gravity waves. The equatorial 5 µm hot spots, which allow
5 µm thermal emission from deeper atmospheric level to es-
cape due to their low cloud opacity, are observed in opti-
cal images (Allison, 1990), thermal maps (Ortiz et al., 1998;
Orton et al., 1998), and numerical modeling (Showman and
Dowling, 2000). The hot spots are interpreted as Jupiter’s plan-
etary waves in the above studies. For the other giant plan-
ets, waves are also discovered to be ubiquitous in the at-
mospheres from thermal fields and optical images (Godfrey,
1988; Hinson and Magalhaes, 1991, 1993; Achterberg and
Flasar, 1996).

More recently, the Cassini ISS discovered an obvious longi-
tudinal wave in Jupiter between 10 and 19◦ N latitude (planeto-
centic) from the ultraviolet (258 nm, UV1) and strong methane
band (889 nm, MT3) images (Porco et al., 2003). Subsequently,
the Cassini CIRS reported a thermal wave at the same latitude
ranges from temperature maps (Flasar et al., 2004a, 2004b).
Unfortunately, these two Cassini observations are not simulta-
neous so it was difficult to correlate the two waves and deter-
mine their relative phase. Some previous work (Magalhaes et
al., 1989; Orton et al., 1994; Sanchez-Lavega et al., 1998) that
tried to connect optical waves to the thermal waves suffered
from the same problem. Fortunately, the Cassini ISS obtained
multi-filter images of Jupiter (the ride-along data set) during the
working time of the CIRS observations, which provide a good
opportunity to study the correlation between the optical waves
and thermal waves.

In this paper, we discuss the waves that were discovered by
the ISS and CIRS. The wave between 10 and 19◦ N latitude
(planetocentric) is a Rossby wave. By comparing the phase
speed of the wave with the local wind speed, we are able to
identify a region in latitude–altitude space where the wave can
propagate. At the boundaries of the region the wave is either
absorbed or reflected. These studies help identify the regions
where the wave is generated. The simultaneous observations are
also used to connect the large dark oval in the polar region dis-
covered by the ISS UV1 images and the warm regions in the
CIRS 1-mbar temperature maps.

The following section (Section 2) is a description of the data
sets used in this paper. Our observations of waves are discussed
in Section 3. Theoretical considerations are in Section 4. In Sec-
tion 5, we summarize our discussion in the context of previous
observations. Planetocentric latitudes, System III west longi-
tude, and positive velocity in the eastward direction are used in
this paper.
Fig. 1. Phase angle during the Cassini Jupiter flyby. The Jupiter flyby obser-
vation began in October 1 of 2000 and ended in March 22 of 2001. The phase
angle decreased to minimal value (1◦) in December 14 of 2000. Irregular blanks
during the series of dots indicate no ISS or CIRS data in the corresponding time.
The maximal period of missing data is from December 19 to 29 in 2000.

2. Description of data sets and processing

Our observations are made using three data sets: (1) the con-
tinuous ISS multi-filter images acquired over the 45-day period
October 1 to November 14, 2000, (2) the ISS ride-along imag-
ing data set, which was taken during the working time of the
CIRS regular observations over the 10-day period January 1–
10, 2001, and (3) temperature maps constructed from the CIRS
data taken at the same time as the ride-along imaging data set,
January 1–10, 2001. The spatial resolution of the Cassini ISS
images at the equator ranges from ∼500 km/pixel at the begin-
ning of October in 2000 to ∼100 km/pixel at the beginning of
January in 2001. The CIRS thermal maps have spatial resolu-
tion of ∼1◦ in the latitudinal and longitudinal directions, which
corresponds to ∼1000 km in the tropical regions of Jupiter.

The ISS acquired high-quality time-lapse images in different
filters during its lengthy 6-month (October 1, 2000 to March 22,
2001) Jupiter flyby. The ISS multi-filter imaging data sets be-
fore the middle of December of 2000 are fairly regular in time
and space, which covered the jovian global disk once per one
or two jovian rotations, i.e., once every 10 or 20 h. The cor-
responding imaging strategy for these continuous images has
been described elsewhere (Porco et al., 2003, 2004; Li et al.,
2006). The phase angle between the spacecraft and Jupiter was
20◦ at the beginning of the flyby (October 1, 2000). The space-
craft began a month-long sweep through a large range of phase
angles after its phase angle passed through zero on December
14 of 2000 (Fig. 1).

The image navigation, map projections, and radiometric cal-
ibration for these ride-along images are the same as used for
the continuous ISS images (Porco et al., 2003, 2004; Li et
al., 2006). For photometric calibration, the classical Minnaert
correction (Minnaert, 1941) does not work well for these ride-
along images because the phase angle is large and the physi-
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cal properties of the atmosphere depend strongly on latitude.
Therefore, we adopt a more empirical approach to define the
Minnaert correction factor f . One divides by this number to
get the normalized brightness at zero incidence and phase an-
gles.

(1)f = (cos i)k(φ)(cos e)l(φ),

where i is the solar incidence angle and e is the emission angle.
The indices k(φ) and l(φ) are set as functions of latitude φ. In
order to maximize the feature contrast and minimize the seams,
which appear when the neighboring images taken at different
times are put together to make global maps, we make k and
l change independently even though it violates the reciprocity
principle (Minnaert, 1941). Further, in the MT3 and UV1 im-
ages, we subtracted the mean brightness of every line of pixels,
corresponding to lines of constant latitude in the map-projected
images, to enhance the contrast of the small-scale features and
reveal some features covered by the equatorial haze.

The CIRS team produced temperature maps with high verti-
cal and horizontal resolution (Flasar et al., 2004a, 2004b). Some
CIRS thermal maps at specific pressure-levels (400-, 243-, 4-,
and 1-mbar) at different times (January 1, 5, and 10, 2001) are
utilized to make a simultaneous comparison with the ISS ride-
along images in this paper.

3. Observations and analysis

3.1. Waves in the Cassini ISS multi-filter images

Fig. 2 shows an example of cylindrical-projected global
maps in different filters constructed from the continuous ISS
multi-filter image set. The ISS continuous images were taken
at intervals of 40 s for the three filters (UV1, MT3 and CB3),
which makes the constructed global maps in the three filters
shown in Fig. 2 virtually simultaneous. The mean value of
brightness in every constant-latitude line in the MT3 and UV1
images is removed so that the feature contrast covered by the
equatorial haze in MT3 and UV1 can be seen. In the UV1
(258 nm) and MT3 (889 nm) global maps, the most conspic-
uous wave is observed between 10 and 19◦ N latitudes with a
clear anti-correlation between the UV1 and MT3 maps. The
anti-correlation implies that this North Equatorial Belt (NEB)
wave is composed of UV-absorbing small particles mixed with
the high-altitude scattering haze, both of which absorb in the
UV1 and scatter in the MT3. Also, the gases in the atmosphere
absorb in the MT and scatter in the UV. The number of wave-
lengths in the planetary circumference for the NEB wave is 12–
13, which corresponds to a wavelength of 34,000–37,000 km at
14.5◦ N. The quasi-periodic bright areas around 60, 120, 180,
240, and 300◦ W in the top and bottom boundaries of the MT3
global map (panel B) come from incomplete removal of limb
darkening.

The so-called 5 µm hot spots revealed by the 5 µm ther-
mal measurements are also observed by the Cassini ISS images
at the visible bands and methane-absorption bands. The CB3
global map in Fig. 2 displays these hot spots, which are dark
patches located in Jupiter’s bright equatorial band. These hot
Fig. 2. Cylindrical-projected ISS global maps in multi-filter. The ISS images
used in the three global maps were taken on 1 November 2000 with intervals of
40 s between the three filters (UV1, MT3, and CB3). The mean brightness of
every line of pixels in the MT3 and UV1 images is removed so that the feature
contrast covered by the equatorial haze in MT3 and UV1 can be seen. Note that
the quasi-periodic bright areas around 60, 120, 180, 240, and 300◦ W in the
top and bottom boundaries of the MT3 global map are not real features. They
mainly come from incomplete photometric calibration due to high incidence
and emission angles in polar region.

spots are different from the NEB wave in the UV1 and MT3
global maps: First, they are located at a different latitude, and
second, they have a different longitudinal pattern than the NEB
wave. The MT3 global map of Fig. 2 shows both the NEB wave
centered at 14.5◦ N and these hot spots centered at 5◦ N, which
confirms that they are different phenomena. Previous studies
show that the number of hot spots encircling the planet changed
from 13 during the Voyager 1 encounter to 11 during the Voy-
ager 2 encounter (Smith et al., 1979a, 1979b). The number
decreased to 8–10 at the time of Cassini, as seen in the CB3
global map of Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows that the NEB wave cannot be seen in the con-
tinuum band CB3 global map centered at 938 nm, even though
that band is close in wavelength to the MT3 band at 889 nm.
The NEB wave pattern shows clearly only in the UV1 and MT3
among the 9 filters of the Cassini ISS (Fig. 3). Some features
seen in the other 7 filters may be related to features of the
wave that are seen in the UV1 and MT3 filters (Porco et al.,
2003), but the correlation is weak. We suggest two possibil-
ities: One is that the NEB wave exists at the pressure levels
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Fig. 3. Cylindrical-projected ISS maps of the NEB waves in nine filters. The images were taken on 1 November 2000 with intervals of 40 s, which makes them
virtually simultaneous.
sampled by the 7 filters, but the mechanism to produce con-
trast from the wave activity is weak there. The other is that
the NEB wave does not exist at the altitudes sampled by the
7 filters. The effective pressure-levels (optical depth τ = 1
in the absence of cloud opacity) in the UV1 and MT3 fil-
ters are 350- and 600-mbar, respectively (West et al., 2004;
Li et al., 2006). These pressure-levels are higher in altitude than
the effective pressure-levels in the other 7 filters. The cloud fea-
tures seen in the continuum band images are estimated to be at
a pressure-level ∼0.7 bar (Banfield et al., 1998), so the second
possibility would imply that the bottom of the NEB wave is
above the 0.7 bar surface.

A circumpolar wave system centered at 48.5◦ S is seen in
the UV1 global map of Fig. 2, but not in the other 8 fil-
ters of the ISS images. The polar-projected map of panel A
of Fig. 2 is displayed in Fig. 4, which clearly shows that
the wave encircles the polar region in the southern hemi-
sphere. The stratospheric haze on Jupiter has significant opacity
at UV wavelengths at high latitudes (Tomasko et al., 1986;
West, 1988; Rages et al., 1999; West et al., 2004), which is
probably due to auroral destruction of methane with subsequent
ion and neutral chemistry (Hord et al., 1979; Pryor and Hord,
Fig. 4. Polar-projected map of southern hemisphere of the UV1 global map of
Fig. 2. The 30 and 60◦ N latitude circles are shown in the figure.
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Fig. 5. Time series of the NEB wave and the circumpolar wave in the UV1 filter. (A) Time series of the NEB wave with the time separation 5 days, which began on
2 October 2000 and ended on 10 November 2000. (B) Time series of the circumpolar wave with the time separation 1.7 days, which began on 28 October 2000 and
ended on 12 November 2000. The dashed lines indicate the movements of the three crests.
1991). In addition, estimates of the pressure levels of high-
latitude features in ultraviolet images (Banfield et al., 1996;
Vincent et al., 2000) suggest that, at high latitudes, the ultravi-
olet filter mainly senses the stratosphere. The above discussion
combined with the fact that the circumpolar wave only shows
in the UV1 images suggests that it is probably located in the
stratosphere. The number of wavelengths in the corresponding
planetary circumference for the circumpolar wave is estimated
to be 18–20, which corresponds to a wavelength of 15,000–
17,000 km at 48.5◦ S.

Many circumpolar waves were observed in mid-latitudes of
the northern hemisphere in the UV1 global map of Fig. 2 (Porco
et al., 2003). These circumpolar waves in the northern hemi-
sphere do not show in the other 8 filters of the Cassini ISS
images either, which similarly suggests that these waves are lo-
cated in the stratosphere. The chaotic appearance of these waves
makes it difficult to measure their features.

The NEB wave and circumpolar mid-latitude wave approxi-
mately kept their wave-numbers during the period of the contin-
uous ISS images set over 45 days (October 1 to November 15,
2000) with small changes in the brightness and shapes of wave
crests and troughs. Phase velocities relative to System III are
measured by choosing clear parts of the two waves and track-
ing the motions of the crests. Fig. 5 shows the time series of the
clear parts for the two waves in the UV1 filter. Panel A is for
the NEB wave with the time separation 5 days, and panel B is
for the circumpolar wave with the time separation 1.7 days. The
figure shows that the NEB wave steadily moves to the west with
a drift of 11◦ of longitude during a 40-day period and the cir-
cumpolar wave steadily moves to the east with a drift of 8.5◦ of
longitude during a 15-day period. The average phase velocities
are calculated by averaging the movements of the three crests
in the two waves, which are displayed in Fig. 6 as red dots with
error-bars (panel A is for the NEB wave and panel B is for the
circumpolar wave). The error-bars are estimated by the standard
deviation of the velocities of the three crests. The two average
phase velocities relative to System III are cx = −3.9 m s−1 for
the NEB wave and cx = 4.2 m s−1 for the circumpolar wave.
The wave periods relative to System III for the two waves are
estimated as ∼100 days for the NEB wave and ∼ 50 days for
the circumpolar wave by taking account of the corresponding
zonal wavelength and phase velocity.

Fig. 6 shows the ambient flows at the pressure levels of the
UV1 filter (red line) and CB2 filter (green line) within the lat-
itude ranges of the two waves. The velocities of the ambient
flows in the UV1 filter come by tracking the small features
unique to the UV1 images in the continuous ISS multi-filter
image sets acquired over a 45-day period (Li et al., 2006). The
small features are distinct from the wave itself, which has a
larger scale. The comparison with the CIRS thermal wind sug-
gests that the ambient flows from UV1 images are located at
a pressure level of 0.5 bar (Li et al., 2006). The UV1 ambi-
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Fig. 6. Velocities of the ambient flows within the latitude ranges of the NEB
wave and the circumpolar wave in the UV1 and CB2 filters and average phase
velocities of the two waves. (A) The NEB wave. (B) The circumpolar wave. The
red solid lines are the velocities of the ambient flows in the UV1 filter coming
from previous measurements by tracking the small features unique to the UV1
(Li et al., 2006). The green solid lines are the velocities of the ambient flows
in the CB2 filter coming from an automatic-correlated measurement based on
the time-lapse CB2 images in the Cassini ISS data sets (Porco et al., 2003).
The red dots with error-bars are the mean phase velocities of the two waves
by averaging the velocities of the three crests in (A) and (B) of Fig. 2. The
error-bars are estimated by the standard deviation of the velocities of the three
crests.

ent flows outside equatorial regions are probably located at a
higher altitude than 0.5 bar due to the increase of stratospheric
opacity at high latitudes (Tomasko et al., 1986; West, 1988;
Rages et al., 1999; West et al., 2004). The green line comes
from an automatic-correlation measurement based on the time-
lapse CB2 images in the ISS data set (Porco et al., 2003),
which represents an ambient flow at the pressure level ∼0.7 bar
(Banfield et al., 1998). The phase velocities of the waves and
the corresponding UV1 ambient flows come from the same
ISS UV1 image set over a 45-day period, which implies that
the waves and the UV1 ambient flows are around the same
pressure-level. Fig. 6 shows that the two waves propagate west-
ward relative to the UV1 flow at its altitude, although they
propagate eastward relative to the CB2 flow at its altitude. Since
the CB2 flow is at a lower altitude than the wave, this difference
has important implications for wave propagation, which will be
discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

3.2. The NEB wave in ISS and CIRS images

The MT3 filter images during the ride-along imaging period
(Jan. 1 to Jan. 10, 2001) are spaced in a regular pattern com-
pared to the UV1 filter images, so we can make MT3 global
maps during the period. Fig. 7 shows a simultaneous compar-
ison between an ISS MT3 global map and the CIRS global
temperature field. Panel A is the CIRS 400-mbar global tem-
perature field on 1 January 2001. The CIRS global temperature
maps discussed in this paper are the actual retrieved tempera-
tures at specific pressure levels (Flasar et al., 2004b). Panel B is
Fig. 7. Simultaneous comparison between the CIRS global temperature map and the ISS MT3 global map in the equatorial regions. (A) The CIRS global temperature
map at pressure level 400 mbar on 1 January 2001. White areas in (A) indicate gaps in the CIRS data coverage. (B) The ISS MT3 global map at the same time
with (A). (C) Same with (B) except for removing mean value of every constant-latitude line to increase the feature contrast.
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Fig. 8. Near-simultaneous comparison for the NEB wave between the CIRS
temperature maps and the ISS UV1 map. (A) The CIRS 400-mbar temperature
map between longitude 135 to 300◦ W and latitude 12◦ S to 69◦ N on 5 Janu-
ary 2001. (B) The ISS UV1 map in the same location (longitude 135 to 300◦ W
and latitude 12◦ S to 69◦ N) on 7 January 2001. The mean value of every con-
stant-latitude line in the UV1 map is removed to increase the feature contrast.
(C) Same with (A) except for a different time (10 January 2001). White areas
in (A) and (C) and in the boundaries of (B) indicate gaps in the data coverage.

the ISS MT3 global map at the same time. Panel C is the same
as panel B except the mean value of every constant-latitude line
was removed to increase the feature contrast. The simultane-
ous comparison displays a clear negative correlation between
the ISS MT3 bright regions and the CIRS high temperatures for
the NEB wave. It also suggests that the bright regions of the
NEB wave in UV1 images are positively correlated with high
temperatures in the CIRS maps because of the anti-correlation
between the UV1 and MT3 for the NEB wave. The following
near-simultaneous comparison between the ISS UV1 and CIRS
(Fig. 8) confirms this point.

During the ride-along imaging period, the UV filter images
are irregular in time and space and relatively scarce compared to
the MT3 filter images. Therefore, we cannot make a whole UV1
global map during the period. Panel B in Fig. 8 shows a UV1
map from longitude 135 to 300◦ W and latitude 12◦ S to 69◦ N
on 7 January 2001. Likewise, the mean value of every constant-
latitude line is removed to increase the feature contrast. We do
not have the CIRS temperature map at exactly the same time,
so the CIRS 400-mbar temperature maps in January 5 (panel A)
and January 10 (panel C) are used for the comparison in Fig. 8.
All three CIRS 400-mbar thermal maps (January 1, 5 and 10,
2001) are put together (Fig. 9) to measure the movement of
the NEB thermal wave. Fig. 9 shows that most of these ther-
mal features move to the west with a longitude displacement
∼2◦ during the 10-day period, which is roughly consistent with
the measurement by the continuous UV1 images (11◦ during
the 40-day period). The 2◦ longitude displacement during the
10-day period is only a small fraction of the wavelength of the
NEB wave, so the comparison between the ISS UV1 image and
the CIRS maps in Fig. 8 can be regarded as near-simultaneous
observations. Fig. 8 displays a clear positive correlation for the
NEB wave between the bright regions in the ISS UV1 map and
the high temperatures in the CIRS thermal maps. In summary,
the simultaneous comparison between the MT3 global map and
the CIRS temperature field and the near-simultaneous compar-
ison between the UV1 map and the CIRS thermal maps both
suggest that the NEB wave appearing in the ISS images and
the CIRS temperature field are parts of the same phenomenon.
The low temperatures in the CIRS maps imply upward displace-
ment of low-entropy air from below. The upward displacement
is probably associated with these UV-absorbing small particles
either by bringing them up from below or forming them during
the process of upward displacement.

Fig. 10 shows CIRS thermal maps at four pressure levels—
400, 243, 4, and 1 mbar. The NEB wave is apparent at 400
and 243 mbar but not at the 4 or 1 mbar levels. The simplest
interpretation is that the wave does not exist at the higher levels.
Fig. 9. Time series of the NEB wave in the CIRS 400-mbar thermal maps. Panels (A), (B), and (C) are the CIRS 400-mbar thermal maps on 1, 5 and 10, January
2001, respectively. White areas in (A), (B) and (C) indicate gaps in the data coverage.
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Fig. 10. Simultaneous CIRS thermal maps at different pressure-levels. (A) The CIRS 1-mbar global temperature map on 1 January 2001. (B), (C), and (D) are same
as (A) except for different pressure-levels (4-, 243-, and 400-mbar, respectively). White areas in these temperature maps indicate gaps in the CIRS data coverage.
Ground-based observation (Orton et al., 1994) revealed
waves in the temperature field (thermal waves) between 1980
and 1993, which are located around 13◦ N latitude and the 250-
mbar pressure level with zonal wavelengths of order 40,000
to 70,000 km and phase velocity of −5.5 m s−1 relative to
System III. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) wide field plane-
tary camera 2 (WRPC2) observations taken between 1995 and
1996 in the visible wavelengths and methane bands (Simon-
Miller et al., 2001) also showed a wave system with roughly the
same wavelength and latitudes as the NEB wave in this paper.
The similarity between the waves discovered by the previous
observations and the NEB wave observed by Cassini during
2000–2001 suggests that the NEB wave is a recurring phenom-
enon or a long-lived system.

3.3. The circumpolar wave in ISS and CIRS images

No high-latitude UV1 images in the southern hemisphere of
Jupiter are found from the ISS ride-along imaging data set dur-
ing January 1–10, 2001, so we cannot connect the circumpolar
wave centered at 48.5◦ S to the CIRS thermal maps directly.
However, these CIRS temperature maps at different pressure
levels (400-, 243-, 4-, and 1-mbar) in January 1 of 2001, which
is displayed in Fig. 10, do not show this wave pattern around
48.5◦ S. Therefore, the circumpolar wave centered at 48.5◦ S
latitude probably exists in a pressure levels between 243- and
4-mbar if we assume that the circumpolar wave lived through
the first week of January in 2001.

3.4. The 65◦ N oval in ISS and CIRS images

The ISS 2.5-month (October 1 to mid-December, 2000) UV1
movie displays a large dark oval centered at 65◦ N in Jupiter
with the same size and shape as the Great Red Spot (Porco
et al., 2003). Although this feature is not long-lived, a nearly
identical feature had been seen in HST images taken in 1997
(West et al., 2004). The UV1 global map of Fig. 2 (panel A)
shows a dark oval formed in the beginning of November in 2000
with position (65◦ N, 170◦ W), and is indicated by a white ar-
row. The dark oval does not show in the strong methane band
(MT3) and the corresponding continuum band (CB3). This
and the fact that the UV1 light cannot penetrate to the tro-
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Fig. 11. Near-simultaneous comparison on the large oval feature between the
CIRS temperature maps and the ISS UV1 map. This figure is same as Fig. 8
except that the CIRS temperature maps are in a high-altitude pressure-level
(1-mbar). The dark oval in the ISS UV1 maps is indicated by a white arrow.

posphere in the polar region due to the intense stratospheric
haze (Tomasko et al., 1986; West, 1988; Rages et al., 1999;
West et al., 2004), suggest that the dark oval is located in the
stratosphere (Porco et al., 2003). The oval formed and grew
from early October to mid-November, then elongated and died
at the end of the 2.5-month period (Porco et al., 2003). Other
observations suggest that large oval formation in the polar re-
gion is a recurring phenomenon (West et al., 2004). Panel B of
Fig. 11 shows a new dark oval indicated by a white arrow, which
is centered at 65◦ N and 180◦ W and formed on 8 January 2001
after the old large oval died in the middle of December. The
new dark oval implies that the polar oval is a recurring event.
Flasar et al. (2004a, 2004b) also reported large warm regions
in January of 2001 at the same latitude (65◦ N) in the CIRS
1-mbar temperature maps, but it is speculative to connect the
CIRS warm regions to the UV1 dark oval in November of 2000
because the two observations are not simultaneous. Our UV1
maps in January 7 make it possible to study the correlation.

Fig. 11 shows a near-simultaneous comparison between the
1-mbar CIRS temperature maps and the ISS UV map. Panel B
of Fig. 11 is the same as panel B of Fig. 8, which is the
UV1 map on 7 January 2001. Panels A and C are the CIRS
1-mbar temperature maps in January 5 and 10, respectively.
Fig. 11 suggests that the location and shape of the warm re-
gions do not change much from January 5 to 10. The figure
also shows that the dark oval in the UV map has the same lo-
cation (65◦ N, 180◦ W) and oval shape as the warm regions in
the CIRS temperature maps. This comparison suggests that the
dark oval in the UV1 images is connected to the high-latitude
warm regions in the CIRS temperature maps. This relation is
opposite to the NEB wave, where dark regions in UV1 im-
ages are connected to cold temperatures in the CIRS thermal
maps. There the explanation was that the upward displace-
ment of low-entropy air, corresponding to low temperatures
in the CIRS maps, brings these small UV-absorbing particles
from below or helps to form them. The correlation between
the dark oval in the UV1 images and the warm regions in
the CIRS thermal maps suggests that auroral processes play
an important role in heating the air and forming the particles
(Porco et al., 2003). Downward displacement of high-entropy
air might bring these UV-absorbing particles down from above.
The location of the new dark oval in January (65◦ N, 180◦ W)
within the main auroral oval supports the connection between
the dark oval and auroral process (Porco et al., 2003; Flasar et
al., 2004a). In addition, the warm regions shown in the CIRS
1-mbar temperature maps do not show in the CIRS 4-mbar
temperature maps (Fig. 11), which suggests the dark oval in
the UV1 images is probably located above the 4-mbar pres-
sure surface. This conclusion is consistent with the previous
inference from limb darkening observations, which also im-
plies that the dark oval is at 1-mbar or higher (West, 1988;
West et al., 2004).

However, the warm regions in the CIRS temperature maps
(panels A and C of Fig. 11) are larger than the dark oval in
the UV1 map (panel B of Fig. 11). Likewise, Figs. 7 and 8
also show that the NEB wave in the CIRS temperature maps is
larger than the NEB wave in the UV1 and MT3 images. We do
not have an explanation why the size difference exists between
brightness features in the ISS images and the thermal features
in the CIRS temperature maps.

4. Theoretical considerations

4.1. Gravity waves versus planetary waves

The low frequency (period ∼100 days) suggests that these
are planetary waves—they cannot be gravity waves or acoustic
waves. If the NEB wave were a gravity wave, its frequency rel-
ative to the zonal flow ū would be (Holton, 2004, p. 208)

(2)(ν − kū)2 = f 2
0 + N2K2

h

m2
,

where ν is frequency, k is zonal wave-number, ū is the ambient
zonal wind, f0 is the Coriolis parameter at the latitude of the
NEB wave (14.5◦ N), N is the buoyancy (Brunt–Vaisala) fre-
quency, Kh is the horizontal wave-number, and m is the vertical
wave-number. The Coriolis parameter f0 = 9.1 × 10−5 s−1 at
the latitude 14.5◦ N. The term kū is much smaller than the Cori-
olis parameter f0 for the NEB wave with k = 1.77 × 10−7 m−1

and ū < 50 m s−1 at the latitude 14.5◦ N. Therefore |v| > |f0|,
implying a period shorter than 0.8 days, but this is inconsistent
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with the period of the NEB wave, which is ∼100 days. Previ-
ous observations (French and Gierasch, 1974) also show that
the period of jovian gravity waves in the upper atmosphere is
less than 1 day. Therefore, we can rule out the gravity wave as
the candidate of the NEB wave. The 48.5◦ S circumpolar wave
can be ruled out as gravity wave for the same reason. Therefore,
we think that the two waves (14.5◦ N wave and 48.5◦ S wave)
are planetary waves.

4.2. Meridional trapping of the NEB wave

The NEB wave is observed between latitudes of 10◦ and
19◦. We treat it as a planetary (Rossby) wave and ask if the
wave is trapped within this band. With the data at hand, there
are limitations to this analysis. Wave propagation and trapping
depend on the zonal wind profile and static stability, and these
are not precisely known at all the latitudes and altitudes of in-
terest. Also, the vertical and horizontal structure of the wave
is known at only a few latitudes and altitudes. Therefore a
full-wave solution is not warranted, and we use the Wentzel–
Kramer–Brillouin (WKB) approximation instead. Further, we
use the WKB approximation beyond its range of validity, which
is when the wavelength is much less than the scale of variation
of the medium in which it propagates. However as stated by
Morse and Feshbach (1953, p. 1105), even when this condition
is not satisfied, the WKB method is often a convenient starting
point for further analysis.

Consistent with this approximation, we assume that the
NEB wave has solutions of the form exp[(z/2H) + i(kx −
cxkt + ∫

mdz)] cos(
∫

l dy). Substituting this into the equation
for small-amplitude quasi-geostrophic planetary waves on a β-
plane (e.g., Salby, 1996, p. 463), we obtain the following dis-
persion relation for the square of the meridional wavenumber:

(3)l2 = βe

ū − cx

− f 2

N2

(
m2 + 1

4H 2

)
− k2.

Quasi-geostrophic theory is valid here because the relative fre-
quency k(ū − cx) is much smaller than f at the latitude of the
NEB wave (14.5◦ N).

If l2 is positive within a specific latitude range and negative
outside that range, then the wave may be trapped within that
range. Trapping therefore depends not only on the properties of
the wave like m2, k2, and cx , but also on the properties of the
medium like βe , ū, N2, H 2, and f 2. Here βe is the meridional
gradient of zonal-mean vorticity, and H is the scale height.
Other variables have been defined in Eq. (2). In a zonal-mean
flow ū(y, z), βe is defined by (Salby, 1996, p. 465)

(4)βe = β − ∂2ū

∂y2
− 1

ρ̄

∂

∂z

(
ρ̄

f 2
0

N2

∂ū

∂z

)
= β + βy + βz.

The meridional gradient of zonal-mean vorticity βe is com-
posed of three parts: The gradient of the planetary vorticity β =
∂f/∂y, the vorticity gradient associated with the curvature of
the ambient flows in the meridional direction βy = −∂2ū/∂y2,
and the term associated with vertical shear of the ambient flows
βz = −(1/ρ̄)(∂/∂z)[(ρ̄f 2/N2)(∂ū/∂z)]. The vertical coordi-
nate z in βz is defined as z = −H ln(p/p0) in the log-pressure
Fig. 12. CIRS 315-mbar zonal wind profile and meridional gradients of vorticity
within the latitude range of the NEB wave. (A) The CIRS 315-mbar zonal wind
profile around the latitude range of the NEB wave and a cosine function fit. The
cosine function is set to have different amplitudes for the 21◦ N eastward jet
and the 7.5◦ N westward jet. (B) The vorticity gradients β , βy , βz , and βe at
315-mbar.

coordinates, where H is the reference scale height and p0 is a
reference pressure, e.g., one bar.

The estimation of βe depends on the meridional and verti-
cal structure of the zonal wind ū(y, z), which we obtain from
the CIRS data. We assume that the NEB wave is located around
the 400- and 243-mbar levels based on the observations that the
wave shows there but not at the 4- and 1-mbar levels (Fig. 10).
We use the CIRS 315-mbar zonal winds, which are near the
middle of the two pressure-levels (400- and 243-mbar). The
first term β has the value 4.9 × 10−12 s−1 m−1 at 14.5◦ N and
changes smoothly with latitude (panel B of Fig. 12). We esti-
mate βy by fitting the CIRS 315-mbar zonal wind with two co-
sine functions and calculating βy based on that function. Fig. 12
shows the result (panel A) and the corresponding βy (panel B).
Assuming that N2 is constant and combining with the thermal
wind equation, we can re-write the third term βz of Eq. (4) in
the form

(5)βz = gf

T N2

[
∂2T

∂z∂y
−

(
1

H
+ 1

T

∂T

∂z

)
∂T

∂y

]
.

Therefore, the third term βz can be estimated from the CIRS
temperature fields with relatively higher spatial resolution (∼1◦
latitude) compared to the CIRS zonal winds fields (∼2.2◦
latitude). We approximate ∂2T/∂z∂y, ∂T /∂y, and ∂T /∂z at
315-mbar by (1/�z)[(∂T /∂y)243 − (∂T /∂y)400], (1/2)[(∂T /

∂y)243 + (∂T /∂y)400], and (1/�z)(T243 − T400), respectively.
The meridional gradients of temperature (∂T /∂y)243 and
(∂T /∂y)400 are estimated by a central-difference scheme of
the first derivative and the CIRS thermal maps at 243- and 400-
mbar pressure-levels. The estimation of βz by this method is
shown in the panel B of Fig. 12. In addition, the frequency
N2 in Eq. (3) is defined as N2 = g∂ ln θ/∂z, which we esti-
mate using the CIRS average potential temperature θ at the
two pressure-levels (243- and 400-mbar). The resulting ex-
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pression is N2 = g/(0.5θ̄243 + 0.5θ̄400)[(θ̄243 − θ̄400)/�z] =
3 × 10−4 s−2 for 315-mbar, which is consistent with the value
in Voyager times (Achterberg and Ingersoll, 1989). The scale
height H = RT̄ /g is calculated to be 1.8 × 104 m at the
315-mbar by setting the T̄ as the average temperature of the
400- and 243-mbar pressure-levels. Fig. 12 (panel B) shows βe

within the latitude range [5◦ N, 25◦ N].
Fig. 10 shows that the NEB wave appears in both CIRS 400-

and 243-mbar maps without obvious phase shift. In addition,
Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that the NEB wave penetrates down at
least to the pressure level of the UV1 filter, which is around
0.5 bar (Li et al., 2006). Therefore, the half-wavelength of the
NEB wave is larger than the altitude difference between the
243- and 500-mbar levels, which means that the vertical wave-
length of the NEB wave is larger than 1 scale height.

In the WKB approximation, the meridionally trapped wave
has to satisfy

∫ y2
y1

l(y)dy = (n + 1/2)π (Morse and Feshbach,
1953, pp. 1099–1099), where y1 and y2 are the turning points—
the meridional boundaries of the trapping region—the latitudes
where l2 = 0. Since the wave appears to have only a single max-
imum in latitude, the number n is set to 1 in our case although
this violates the condition of the WKB method. Evaluating the
meridional wave-number l(y) with Eq. (3) for different val-
ues of the vertical wave-number m, we find that the condition∫ y2
y1

l(y)dy = (3/2)π is satisfied when m = 0.39 × 10−4 m−1,
corresponding to a vertical wave-length 160 km. This is around
9 scale heights at the 315-mbar level, which is at least consis-
tent with the previous conclusion that the vertical wavelength of
the NEB wave is larger than 1 scale height. We also tried larger
values of the meridional mode number n (n = 2,3,4, . . .), but
the condition

∫ y2
y1

l(y)dy = (n + 1/2)π could only be satis-

fied with negative m2. The trapping latitude range in that case
is larger than 30◦ (i.e., the lower turning point y1 < 0◦ and
the polar turning point y2 > 30◦ N), which is inconsistent with
the observational trapping latitude range ∼9◦ (y1 ∼ 10◦ N and
y2 ∼ 19◦ N).

Fig. 13 shows l2 as a function of latitude at the 315 mbar
level, assuming m is constant with latitude and equal to 0.39 ×
10−4 m−1, the value that satisfies

∫ y2
y1

l(y)dy = (3/2)π . In gen-
eral, m could vary with latitude and altitude. In a full treatment
using the WKB approximation, one would launch rays in var-
ious directions from various locations and compute m2 and l2

along the ray path. Such detailed calculations are not justified in
our case, first because we have almost no information about m,
and second because the WKB approximation is not valid for
small m and l. Fig. 13 and the equation

∫ y2
y1

l(y)dy = (3/2)π

are useful only as a guide to show that trapping is possible
within the latitude band centered around 14.5◦ N.

Fig. 13 shows that l2 becomes negative when moving away
from the latitude of the NEB wave (14.5◦ N): The wave is
trapped within this range by reflections at the latitude bound-
aries (Salby, 1996, p. 465). The reversal of the sign of l2

around 12.5 and 24◦ N is mainly due to the increasing eastward
wind ū when moving away from the latitude of the NEB wave
(14.5◦ N). This makes the term βe/(ū−cx) in Eq. (3) very small
and offers a possible trapping mechanism in the meridional di-
rection. Fig. 13 suggests that the trapping is not complete at the
Fig. 13. The square of the meridional wave-number of the NEB wave. The cal-
culation of the meridional wave-number l2 is based on Eq. (3) and the values of
βe in Fig. 12. The vertical wave-length Lz = 160 km (m = 0.39 × 10−4 m−1)
is kept constant within the 315-mbar pressure surface in the above calculation.

lower latitude: Wave energy could leak out to the south, since
the region of negative l2 is neither deep nor wide.

Although the preceding analysis does imply qualitatively
that the wave is trapped near 14.5◦, the latitudes at which l2

changes sign (12.5 and 24◦ N) do not agree quantitatively with
the observed boundaries of the wave (10 and 19◦ N). In addi-
tion, uncertainties exist in the estimation of βe and the vertical
wave-number m. Detailed discussion of the propagation of the
NEB wave has to involve a full wave analysis, but the theory
will introduce more unknown parameters like the initial condi-
tions. Such analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.3. Vertical propagation of the NEB wave

When the zonal wind varies with height, the wave may
encounter a critical level, which is defined as a level where
ū−cx = 0. The classical theory (Salby, 1996) says that m → ∞
at the critical level and the wave is absorbed. Fig. 6 shows
that the phase velocity of the NEB wave is smaller than the
UV1 ambient flow at ∼0.5 bar (Li et al., 2006) and larger than
the corresponding CB2 ambient flow at ∼0.7 bar (Banfield et
al., 1998). Fig. 14 verifies this point again by comparing the
phase velocity with the CIRS zonal winds at 315- and 499-
mbar. These facts suggest that the phase velocity of the NEB
wave will be equal to the ambient flow (ū − cx = 0) some-
where between the pressure-level ∼0.5 bar and the pressure-
level ∼0.7 bar. Therefore, the NEB wave will be absorbed
between 0.5 and 0.7 bar when its perturbation energy prop-
agates downward. This conclusion seems to support the sec-
ond explanation for why the wave is not seen clearly in the
other 7 filters of the ISS (Figs. 2 and 3)—it does not ex-
ist at the pressure-levels sampled by these filters. The vertical
structure of the zonal winds from CIRS (Flasar et al., 2004a;
Simon-Miller et al., 2006) shows that the wind at 14.5◦ N is
westward relative to the wave at 0.7 bar (CB2), changes sign
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Fig. 14. CIRS zonal wind profiles at different pressure levels, phase velocity of
the NEB wave, and CB2 zonal winds at the pressure level of visible cloud deck.
The red dot with error-bar represents the phase velocity of the NEB wave. The
CB2 zonal winds are same as the CB2 zonal winds used in Fig. 8, but more
latitudes are included.

near 499-mbar, is eastward at 315-mbar, changes sign again
near 4-mbar, and finally becomes westward at 1-mbar. This sug-
gests that the NEB wave can propagate between the 499 and
4 mbar levels and will be absorbed around the pressure-level
∼4-mbar. The analysis is consistent with the CIRS observations
that the NEB wave is seen in the 243- and 400-mbar tempera-
ture maps, but not seen in the 1- and 4-mbar temperature maps
(Fig. 10).

4.4. Generating mechanism of the NEB wave

The property that the NEB wave is quasi-stationary rela-
tive to System III suggests that it is deep-rooted, although it
cannot be seen in the continuum band images, which are sen-
sitive to the deep jovian atmosphere. In addition, the NEB
wave cannot propagate up from below through the critical
level, since ū − cx = 0 between the pressure-level ∼0.5 bar
and the pressure-level ∼0.7 bar. Either the wave is generated
between 0.5 bar and 4 mbar, or else it propagates in from
the sides, having been generated below and to the north or
south of 14.5◦ N latitude. Moist convective storms are always
active in the 6–15◦ N cyclonic regions (Little et al., 1999;
Porco et al., 2003). Some strong convective storms can pene-
trate to altitudes above the 0.5-bar level (Li et al., 2006). The
dynamical disturbance and the corresponding heating associ-
ated with these convective storms could be a generating mech-
anism for the NEB wave if we assume it is generated between
0.5 bar and 4 mbar.

Likewise, the circumpolar wave at 48.5◦ S could not be seen
in the continuum band images, which suggests that it is gener-
ated in the upper troposphere or stratosphere. Some long-lived
vortices are located at the latitudes of the circumpolar wave. An
example of such vortices is shown in the global MT3 and CB3
maps of Fig. 2 with location at 48.5◦ S, 355◦ W. Flow distur-
Fig. 15. CB2 zonal wind profile and meridional gradients of vorticity within the
latitude range of the NEB wave at the visible cloud deck (∼0.7 bar). (A) The
CB2-mbar zonal wind profile around the latitude range of the NEB wave and a
cosine function fit. (B) The vorticity gradients β , βy , βz , and βe at ∼0.7 bar.
The βy at 315 mbar is used for the CB2 pressure-level because the temperature
fields at ∼0.7 bar is unavailable.

bance above these vortices could create an obstacle in the flow
that gives rise to the high-altitude circumpolar waves including
the wave centered at 48.5◦ S. Furthermore, the upward mo-
mentum transportation associated with breaking or dissipation
of small-scale gravity waves could be the origin of planetary
waves in the upper atmosphere (Smith, 2003).

In general, Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instability due to strong
wind shear can serve as a mechanism to generate atmospheric
waves. Bosak and Ingersoll (2002) show that such instability
can occur in the lower troposphere around 5–10 bar but not in
the upper troposphere because the Richardson number is larger
than 1.0 due to the large static stability there. In addition, Bosak
and Ingersoll (2002) show that the waves due to KH instabil-
ity have horizontal wavelength on the order of 300 km, which
is several times the thickness of the shear layer. This is much
smaller than the wavelengths of the NEB wave and the circum-
polar wave in this study. Therefore, the KH instability can be
ruled out as a generating mechanism for the two waves in this
study.

The third possible generating mechanism is baroclinic insta-
bility. Achterberg and Flasar (1996) suggested that a changing
potential vorticity gradient can be a source of planetary waves
in Saturn’s upper troposphere. Our estimation of the potential
vorticity gradient (βe in Fig. 12) shows that the gradient is al-
ways positive within the latitude range of the NEB wave at the
315-mbar pressure-level, which suggests that the ambient flows
are stable at the 315-mbar pressure-level. However, there are
uncertainties in our estimates of the potential vorticity gradi-
ent βe as we discussed in Section 4.2. Here we assume that the
deeper visible cloud deck (∼0.7 bar) has the same value of βz as
the 315-mbar pressure-level and calculate the potential vortic-
ity gradient βe at the visible cloud deck based on the CB2 zonal
wind measurements. The resulting βe at the pressure-level of
the visible cloud deck is shown in Fig. 15. Fig. 15 shows that
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the potential vorticity gradient βe is negative around the cen-
ter of the NEB wave (latitude 14.5◦ N) at the visible cloud deck
(∼0.7 bar), which is the result of the increasing curvature of
the eastward jets when going deeper. Therefore, the baroclinic
instability could be a candidate of the source of the NEB wave.

5. Summary and discussion

One NEB wave and one circumpolar wave were observed
in the ISS multi-filter images. Their properties (wavelength,
period, and movement relative to the ambient flows) suggest
that the two waves are planetary waves. The simultaneous
comparison between the ISS and CIRS (Porco et al., 2003;
Flasar et al., 2004a) confirms that the waves seen by the two
instruments are the same. Furthermore, the combined observa-
tions from the ISS and CIRS offer a possible explanation of
why the NEB wave is trapped in the vertical and meridional
directions.

The near-simultaneous comparison between the ISS and
CIRS observations connects the large dark oval in polar region
in the UV1 images to the warm regions in the CIRS thermal
maps. The large oval is dark in UV1 and warm in the CIRS,
which suggests that it is composed of UV-absorbing particles
transported down from above. In addition, the CIRS thermal
maps suggest that the UV1 dark oval is located above the 4-
mbar pressure surface.

Sanchez-Lavega et al. (1998) noticed that Jupiter’s 67◦ S cir-
cumpolar waves (wavelength 15,000 km) and Saturn’s hexagon
at 79◦ N have an interesting relationship between the numbers
n of wavelengths in the corresponding planetary circumfer-
ence: n(67◦ S)/n(79◦ N) ≈ cos(67◦)/ cos(79◦). The circumpo-
lar wave system centered at 48.5◦ S in this study and the 67◦ S
wave discovered by Sanchez-Lavega et al. (1998) have the same
relationship: n(48.5◦ S)/n(67◦ S) ≈ cos(48.5◦)/ cos(67◦). In
other words, the two circumpolar waves on Jupiter have the
same wavelength because the radius is proportional to cosine
of the latitude. The two waves share other properties. Firstly,
they are both quasi-stationary relative to the System III (phase
velocity 4 m s−1 for the 48.5◦ S wave and 2 m s−1 for the 67◦ S
wave). Secondly, the CIRS polar stratospheric zonal winds
(Simon-Miller et al., 2006) based on the thermal wind equation
and the CIRS thermal maps suggest that the 67◦ S circumpolar
wave is embedded in the stratospheric eastward jets, which is
same with the 48.5◦ S wave in this paper. As we discussed in
Section 4.4, the negative βy due to the eastward jets can change
the sign of the potential vorticity gradient βe, which offers a
possible source not only for the NEB wave but also for the cir-
cumpolar waves.
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